Oration on the Intimate Connection between Law and Happiness. By Hector McShister, of Cumberland.

Dissertation on the Association of Ideas. By Samuel H. Walcoli, of Middleburg.

Oration on Boyology, alias, The Impropriety of sending Boys to College.

There were several circumstances connected with the speaking, extremely disgraceful to certain of the students. Immediately before Harrison spoke about thirty Dis. rose and left the Chapel, intending to daunt him. The reason of this was that they had a private dislike to the individual. The same was repeated whenever McShister was to speak, with the additional aggravating circumstances, that some who remained endeavoured to annoy the speaker by laughing and disturbances. Indeed to such a pitch did the disorders proceed, that the Governor was compelled to interrupt the speaker and make some remarks on the rudeness of such conduct. Nor was it ever stopped by this, and I am sorry to say that a few Philanthropic members were found to participate in the disgraceful and contemptible conduct. They are those who would be thought